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HOW IT WORKS?

The Middle East edition of The Week distils over 200 news sources into 125 stories over
35 editorial pages.
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Washington DC
agreement between six
Threat to Iran deal: November’s landmark
programme is being
world powers and Iran over its nuclear
in the US Congress.
imperilled by proposals now being debated
its nuclear programme
Under the Geneva deal, Iran agreed to curb
of sanctions, an
for six months in exchange for phased relief
to reach a final
agreement that gives the sides up to a year
sceptical foreign
and
senators
settlement. But several leading
and Democrat –
policy hawks in Congress – both Republican
imposed if the deal falls
want to pass new sanctions that could be
a move could backfire
apart. President Obama warned that such
apparently confirmed by
and scupper the agreement, a suspicion
said that if Congress does
Iran’s foreign minister, Javad Zarif, who
dead”.
impose new sanctions, “the entire deal is
San Francisco, California
man detained
Confession “coerced”: An 85-year-old Americanin prison
held
while visiting North Korea as a tourist and
– and
for six weeks has returned home to California
in which he
confirmed that a televised “confession”,
the Korean
apologised for crimes committed during
who
war, had been coerced. Merrill Newman,
arrested after telling his
fought in the 1950-1953 war, says he was
other surviving extour guide he’d be interested in meeting
his release last week,
combatants. In a video screened prior to
an “adviser of the Kuwol
Newman was shown admitting to being
part of the
Regiment,
Partisan
6th
Unit of the UN Korea
Intelligence Bureau of the Far East Command”.

OKAZ
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The main stories…

What happened

Egypt votes “Yes”

and that the low turnout raised questions
legitimacy. However, the 38.6% turnout about its
was better than
the 32.8% who came out for the referendum
held on
the Muslim Brotherhoods’ constitution
that was approved by 62%. The Muslimtwo years ago, which
Brotherhood, which
was declared a terrorist organisation
after
from power by the military last summer, they were removed
called
on Egyptians to
boycott the referendum. There was
some tension as voting took
place with several people dying in the
clashes. The turnout of
young voters, who make up more than
population, was disappointingly low. 50% of Egypt’s

What happened

Los Angeles, California
Yoga guru accused: Bikram Choudhury,
the founder of Bikram “hot” yoga –
which is practised in rooms heated to
41°C – is facing multiple lawsuits in
California over allegations of sexual
assault, rape, fraud and false imprisonment. Court documents describe a
cult-like atmosphere in which Choudhury
(pictured) “used his status as a guru to
identify and victimise the most vulnerable
women from among his flock”. When the
in March, the yogi said he was
made
was
first complaint
now faces four more
“disappointed by the false charges”. He
legal adviser.
lawsuits, including one from his former

New National Service
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It wasn’t all bad

A man diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease is to complete the 42 km

Córdoba, Argentina
violent looting in towns
Deadly looting spreads: There has been
in 17 of the country’s 23
and cities across Argentina since police
pay; seven people have
provinces went on strike to demand higher
of violent confrontabeen killed. All seven deaths were the result
There have also been
tions in shops that were being ransacked.
The national crime spree
multiple reports of homes being looted.
of businesses were
began in Córdoba last week, where hundreds
governor agreed a deal
attacked and two people killed before the
pesos (£1,170) a
that effectively doubled police pay to 12,000
managed to avert
month. The governor of Buenos Aires province 8,500 pesos.
pay to
a strike by agreeing to double entry-level

Dubai marathon on Sunday, in
Montevideo
an
Cannabis legalised: Uruguay has event which will see him clock up
one million metres of challenges
become the first country to legalise
the cultivation, distribution and since he was first diagnosed
with
the condition innsored
2008. legislation
Alex Flynn,
consumption of cannabis. The government-spo
April.
in
who’s
force
into
motto
will come is to “keep moving”
was passed by 16 votes to 13, and
constantly
as and
able to register
himself
18 will be challenges
From then citizens who are overcycled
350 kmofatthe
from in
thedrug
weekend
per month
cannabis users and buy up to 40g
preparation for to
race.six
Heplants
said
be allowed thegrow
licensed pharmacies. They will also
that the amount of training he
it’s a logical response to the
saymeans
does
a year in their homes. Supporters
that
he will have
believe
however,
critics,
many
its
drugs”;
on
covered
“war
the
of
a
distance
failure
that is equal
the to
that risksofincreasing
“three quarters
the planettoin
that it’s a dangerous social experiment
According
human
four
years.health.
”
market for a product that harms
legalisation.
oppose
opinion polls, 58% of Uruguayans

le East

Jordan
closes in on
autonomy

Jordan has realised

Arabs lead
the way

The immediate benefit of the initiative
is that the Emirati
youth will learn to serve the nation
with “honour and pride”
said Gulf News.
The National said that the initiative
would lead young people to have a
“stronger sense of responsibility
towards their nation” and “a greater
awareness of the challenges facing
the UAE.” The newspaper also said
that the new law represented a
positive step
Ayesha
from
the oui
Almazr
World Economic Forum on the Middleforward
East and North Africa
held in Jordan last year, where the
idea ofZahrat
militaryAlservice
Khaleewas
j
first raised. The scheme will help to
address youth
unemployment, and instill in young
people important
employable qualities such as discipline,
vigilance,
resilience
and modesty. “It could also teach
them skills including team
work and time management” the newspaper
said.
HH Sheikh Mohammad said via twitter:
“Our message to
the world is a message of peace; the
stronger we are, the
stronger our message.”

A documentary
looking at the X-factor
style singing contest
held in labour camps
is going to be released
in the UAE. Camp ka
Champ follows a
competition that is
massive amongst
those in the 70 camps
across the country. The
film, which is narrated
and sung by the
people in the camps,
shows a vibrant
insight into the lives of the labourers
who compete in the
competition whilst working in the
Arab
families back home in India, Bangladeshworld and supporting
and Pakistan.
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How can we
help to save
our planet?

The UAE is a
beacon for the
Arab world

A Portuguese writer has been
“wowed” by the stories of
Dubai’s taxi drivers. Mark
Fonseca Rendeiro, who has
started the process of writing up
his experiences on his blog said
Francis
“It is exciting
Matthew “.
but exhausting
Impressed by the stories of the
An Nahar
men he met,
they include a bestselling author turned Dubai taxi
driver who has had three books
published in his native Urdu, in
Pakistan. Rendiro’s stories can
be found on his blog, and will
form part of a larger discussion
of everyday experience across
different places he travels to in
the world.

NEWS 7

the import

ance of “energy indepen
says Andrew Roscoe
The ‘resounding yes vote’ is a vote
dence”
.
against the Islamists,
and easily extractable The country is not blessed with natural
Mursi and the Muslim Brotherhood
said The National, and
caused by trying to gas and oil resources and the disrupt
shows a “longing” of the
ion
get the country’s gas
in recent years has
Egyptian people to return to
brought the problem supply through Egypt
gas has also caused
to a head. The lack
“stability and security”. Gulf
Jordan to rely even
of
leaving the country
more heavily on oil,
News said that the
“little or no choice”
Andrew
successRosco
of the
oil, argues Roscoe
. Whilst many countri but to invest in shale
referendum “raises the chances e
recently scrap nuclear
es have been able
to
for army chief Abdul
Middle
East Econom
Fattah
Al
forced into a positio plans, or phase them out, Jordan is
ic Digest
being
Sissi, the architect of Mursi’s
n where it must invest
the country is “determ
in
removal, to launch a presidential
ined to ensure its energythem. He says that
secured” through
future is
investing in shale
bid in elections expected in
oil. Roscoe acknow
Jordan’s attempts
ledges
to invest in renewa
March.” The National also said
ble energy, but says
efforts are nowher
these
e near enough to compet
that the result was a show of
energy needed for
e with the amount
the country to run
support for Al Sissi, “rather than
of
effectively, and for
the only option is
that,
shale oil.
the 64-page, 247-clause
document”. Al Akhbar, the state
run Egyptian newspaper, declared
It’s a “great achieve
ment” to see more
that now “All roads lead Sisi to
Arab names on the
annual global Foreign
the presidency of the republic.” The
Jerusalem Post said the
have made a measur Policy list that looks at 100 people
“ratification of the most secular, most
who
able difference across
democratic
and cultural areas,
constitution since Sadat may give
says Dr Qais Ghanem a range of business
strongman
legitimacy
includes entries such
. The list, which
to tackle the country’s severe economic Dr Sisi
Qais
as
Ghanem
woes.”
Lebanon’s
and American politici Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg
The Daily Star warned that, “The
approval of Egypt’s
entries such as Saudi an John Kerry, includes Middle Eastern
constitution bolsters the powerful
L’Orient-Le Jour
film
army chief
directo
but
r Haifaa Al Manso
a large
acclaimed Iraqi-born
number of youths who helped topple
ur and
and British-raised
Hadid, along with
female architect Zaha
three years shunned the vote on the two presidents within
seven others from
new charter.”
the region. The
recognition of nine
Arabs

What the editorials said

Emirati men aged 18-30 will take part
military service, it was announced on in compulsory
Sunday. HH
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed bin Sultan
Al Nahyan, the
President of the UAE and Ruler of
Abu
ordered the Cabinet to start drawing Dhabi,
up
“national defence and reserve force”, a bill for a
which will see
all men who have finished secondary
education and
are below the age of 30 taking part
in the scheme.
The initiative is aimed at building a
home-grown
military defence force, so that the United
Arab Emirates
would be less dependent on other countries.
HH Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
and Vice President of the United Arab the Prime Minister
directly to Emirati youth saying they Emirates, spoke
had a “big
responsibility” to protect the country
that their forbearers
had achieved. There will be different
requirements based on
the level of education of the men taking
who have completed their high school part. Emirati men
nine months military service, whilst diploma will serve
those who have not
completed school will carry out two
years with the scheme.

Caracas
has passed his first
Maduro passes electoral test: Nicolás Maduro
the Venezuelan presidbig electoral test since narrowly winning
local elections. Maduro,
ency in April – with a convincing win in
has had a turbulent
the late Hugo Chávez’s hand-picked successor, problems
time as president, facing a plethora of economic chronic
and
including the highest inflation in the Americas
presidential decrees
shortages of basic goods. However his recent cars – appear to
sets to
– fixing the prices of everything from TV
party took 49% of the
have proved popular. Maduro’s Chavista
coalition led by
vote, putting it six points ahead of the oppositionmedia and
that the
Henrique Capriles. Capriles complained
by Maduro’s officials,
electoral observers had been intimidated
validity of the results.
but (unlike in April) did not question the

Best articles: Midd

What the editorials said

New York
Fast-food strikes: Thousands of fast-food
workers staged a one-day strike in cities
to demand a
Thursday
across the US last 98.1%
voted
‘yes’
in a referendum for a new
wage
minimum
constitution
doubling of the national
in Egypt.
fast-food Voting took place over two
days many
to $15 (£9). Currently,
(14 and
15 January) with 38.6% (20,453,000
existing
of
paid theregistered
aremillion)
and retail workers53
voters taking part. The
(£4.40), or about
constitution
minimum of $7.25
was drafted
by a group of 50 delegates
The
workers.
full-timeby the military
£9,000 a year, as chosen
interim government that
after Barack
strike came a dayincluded
twoObama
Islamist representatives.
declared in a speech that the “basic
hard,
life – work
Supporters
bargain” of American
of the document said that it was more
equal
“frayed” bythan
and progressive
get ahead – had been
singled outthe previous constitution backed
by president
the Muslim
Brotherhood, as the new constitution
economic inequality and globalisation. The
and are still living at or
fast-food staff who “work their tails off supports gender and religious equality. Skeptics raised
concern that it gives too much power
barely above poverty”.
to the military

on the list is particu
says Dr Ghamen,
larly impressive
given
Middle East is around that “the population of the Arab
350 million, so one
six names on this
might expect five or
list. There were nine
this year. Whether
because of greater
this is
Arab participation
or a subtle change
selection process,
in the
it is something the
Arab world can be
of. It is likely to continu
proud
e in to 2014.”

IT MUST BE TRUE

…

I read it in the tabloi
ds

Wearing make up
makes you
a liar says Rashed
Aljanahi
this week. “Wome
n are
beings who lie most” the
Aljanahi wrote in
7days. He
argues that women
wearing
make up are lying
“to the
whole world” by
making
themselves look
more
“appealing and present
His argument follows able”.
four
points which say
women lie
through wearing
make
having a fringe, wearingup,
heels
and wearing colours
make them appear which
“slender”.

Monopolising on the
fact One
Direction have yet
to travel to
the UAE, an English
One
Direction tribute act
are
satisfying the local
Ayesha Almazroui
fan base by
uses recyclable shoppin
dressing up as the band
on low energy light
g bags, her father insists
bulbs and her friend
travelling around the and
brushing her teeth.
turns the tap off whilst
emirates
Almazr
this week. After perform
but the UAE as a nation oui says she is proud of their efforts,
ing at
needs to start thinkin
the Dubai Shoppin
carbon footprint. In
g about its collective
g Centre
light of Abu Dhabi
Festival they were mobbed
Sustainability Week,
which is being held
in
by
fans whilst one girl
attention to the figuresthe capital this week, Almazroui draws
followe
d
that
she believes those meeting
them backstage and
address, namely the
s should
screamed
fact that the average
at
Zayn
to 30 kilowatt hours
resident consumes
Malik (aka Jamie
“20
per day”, compared
Searls) to “touch her
average of “7 to 15
to the international
hand”.
kilowatt hours per
The trip is the boys
day.” Almazroui also
draws on statistics
first one
from the World Bank’s
abroad together, “Althou
consumption, which
2012 report on oil
gh,
shows that the UAE’s
one grown man the
“8,271.5 kilograms
per-capita usage is
other day
of
got his sister on the
Afghanistan, 1,806.8 oil a year”, compared with just “90
phone in
in
in China and 7,164.5
India and made us
Sustainability Week
in the United States”
sing
is a chance for each
her,” says ‘Liam Payne’ to
of us to reflect on our .
footprint, she says
(aka
and whether we are
Aaron Foster), “So,
making the carbon
footprint “better or
worse”.
technically, we’ve sung
in
India too.”
The UAE is “a beacon
Ghosts have started
“what an Arab state for young people” and an example
21 fires
of
in a Saudi man’s
can
house,
commends the “highly become” says Francis Matthew.
Emirate
He
s
effectiv
24/7
reporte
e” interview given
the BBC by His Highne
this week to
problem is that when d. “The
ss Shaikh Moham
I poured
Maktoum, Vice –
water on the fire,
President and Prime mad Bin Rashid Al
it gets
Minister of the UAE
Ruler of Dubai. One
bigger…. while I
extinguished
and
of the UAE’s strengt
some of those fires,
the country invests
hs he argues, is that
I was
in the future of its
hearing incomprehensi
youth and realises
importance of the
the
young feeling part
voices behind doors ble
of society. The UAE’s
commitment to the
at
fight against extrem
home,” the man told my
country is anxious
ism is also key. The
the
to see young men
newspaper. “I am
and women of the
avoid the “terrible
very
region
path”
worried now…every much
time I go
engaging in an “econo of extremism and instead focuses
to bed, I start thinking
on
mics of hope”. A
Arabic world, the
will be a fire…it could there
country “recognises role model in the
the importance” of
applying its econom
any part of my house rage in
ic policy as part of
and
its foreign policy
strategy says Matthe
there is no logical
w.
explanation
for this,” he continu
learn from the UAE’s The Arab and global community can
ed. The
Saudi civil defense
and a knowledge-bas 2021 vision of innovative, drive, diversit
is
ed economy.
y
currently investig
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ating the
cause of the fires.
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Montreaux,
Switzerland
Syria peace talks:
An international
conference
convened to find a
peaceful political
solution to the
ongoing war in
Syria started with
a furious
showdown on
Wednesday, as
opposing sides unleashed their anger in
opening remarks, an indication of what is
to come. That rocky exchange is an apt
demonstration of how much ground both
sides will have to cover before anyone can
give peace a chance. The talks are expected
to last a week.

10 NEWS

Sana’a
Hospital attack: At least 52 people have
been killed and 167 injured in an assault
on a Defence Ministry compound in the
Yemeni capital, Sana’a – the worst such
terrorist attack there for 18 months.
Al-Qa’eda in the Arabian Peninsula
(AQAP) claimed responsibility for the
“storm” attack, in which a suicide car
bomber blasted the gates, enabling gunmen
to surge into the compound. The attackers’
targets included the hospital on the site –
among the dead were foreign medical staff
and aid workers, as well as patients. Many
of the militants were also reported to have
been killed in the gun battle. In a statement
AQAP insisted the compound had been a
“legitimate target”, since it “accommodates drone control rooms and American
experts”. The US has sharply escalated
drone attacks in Yemen in recent months.

NEWS 5

Bangkok
PM calls elections:
Stunned by the
scale of recent
anti-government
protests, in which
five people have
died, Thai PM
Yingluck
Shinawatra (left)
dissolved
parliament and
called fresh
elections this week. But her bid to resolve
the political crisis was rejected by protest
leaders, who want her, and everyone
associated with her exiled brother – the
deposed PM Thaksin Shinawatra – to be
barred from holding power – even if that
means a suspension of democracy. The
main opposition Democratic Party has
now resigned from parliament en masse.
Pyongyang
Kim purges uncle: Kim
Jong-un has purged from
power his uncle and
political mentor, Jang
Song-thaek, apparently
because Kim felt he was
becoming too influential.
In an unusually public
humiliation, the North
Korean capital of
Pyongyang published
reasons for the purge,
including Jang’s “dissolute
and depraved life”– it
cited corruption and
womanising – and also
broadcast video footage
of him being hauled out
of his chair at a party
meeting, and
dragged
away by
police.

Sport

Cricket: should the England captain be sacked?

fails, as it did down under, “there is nothing to fall
“The ignominy is complete,” said Paul Newman in
back on”. That’s a tad harsh, said Mike Atherton
the UK’s Daily Mail. Ten weeks ago, England
in The Times. “Give me a general who could have
arrived in Australia as firm favourites to retain the
succeeded with all his lieutenants either in retreat,
Ashes for a fourth consecutive series. Instead they
looking the other way or fatally wounded.”
produced “the most wretched defence of the urn in
Jonathan Trott and Graeme Swann left the tour
history”, slumping to only their third Ashes
early; vice-captain Matt Prior “disintegrated”; and
whitewash in history. The 5-0 defeat was a “brutal
neither Ian Bell nor Kevin Pietersen scored a
unravelling of a once-great Test team” – and the
Bangui
centurySingapore
between them. Against some ferocious
inevitable inquest will be “long and painful”.Peace mission:
Mindanao island, Philippines
bowlingFirst
from
man-of-the-series
Mitchell Johnson
Two French
riot
for decades: Twenty-four
Indian – Peace deal in south: The government of
his 37 wickets
an average
of just
13.97 –to President Benigno Aquino has announced
Let’s get started then, said Geoff Boycott in UK’s
soldiers were killed
workerscame
face at
being
caned, and
sentenced
England’s
batsmen
timid
The Daily Telegraph. First, the coach Andy Flower
in fierce fighting in
a landmark peace deal with the
up senior
to seven
years in“played
jail, forlike
their
part in
schoolboys
who had
been
join The
a men’s
needs to go. The ECB probably doesn’t have the Central African
Philippines’ largest Muslim insurgency
Singapore’s
first
riotasked
sinceto
1969.
game for
the first
time”.
balls to sack him, but Flower looks shot; his team
Republic this week
trouble
flared
last Sunday in the city state’s group. If successfully implemented, it could
selection has been “a joke”. As for the rest ofduring
the a UN-backed operation to restore
end a decades-long conflict that has cost
Little India district, after a 33-year-old
Johnson:
the man
of the Last
seriesweek
The chances
that neitherworker
Flowerwas
norknocked
Cook will more than 100,000 lives. Under the accord
backroom team – the psychologists, the teamsecurity to
the troubled
nation.
Indianare
construction
Mikeand
Selvey
in the
Thebus.
Guardian.
analysts, the nutritionists with their 82-page diet
France deployed 1,600 soldiers to its go, saiddown
signed last Sunday with the Moro Islamic
killed
by aUK’s
private
About
There
are murmurs that
Pietersen
be given
axe,
books – what a load of nonsense. None of them
makes
the in response
former
colony
to growing
Liberation Front, a new autonomous
400
foreign will
workers
thenthe
went
onbut
thea
more
likely scapegoat
may
be Graham
Gooch,
the batting
blindest bit of difference “when Mitchell Johnson
is whistling
it
violence:
earlier, hundreds
of people,
many
region to be called Bangsamoro will be
rampage:
39 police
and civil
defencecoach.
staff
Thereported
60-year-old’s “almost
batting
around your earhole”. But the biggest problem,
said Boycott,
of them
children,ishad been
created in the south of the country with
werepuritan
injured,dedication”
and severaltopolice
cars set
excellence
– and his “inflexible
work ethic”
– may
be world’s
starting to
Alastair Cook’s captaincy. The former choirboy
is a “nice
–
massacred
inlad”
a three-day
rampage by
broad local powers, leaving Manila in
ablaze. Singapore
is one
of the
oncapital,
batsmen brought
up in astates,
worldbut
of “big
and exotic
the sort of person “you would love to have asMuslim
your son-in-law”.
“Séléka” fightersgrate
in the
control of defence, foreign and monetary
wealthiest
relieshits
heavily
on
strokes”.
Finding
from
this tour
isn’t easy,
saidSouth
Derek
But he lacks the strength of character to get tough
with
hisCAR has been
Bangui.
The
in chaos
since positives
policy. The southern island of Mindanao,
foreign
workers
– many
of them
Pringle
in The Daily Telegraph.
young
all-rounder
Ben in
Stokes largely Muslim and poorer than the
players. To succeed as a captain, you need either
a tactical
nous Djotodia
rebel
leader Michel
ousted
Asian menThe
living
in basic
conditions
a realThe
talent”, and
Stuart Broad
proved
as tenacious
that keeps you one step ahead of the game, orPresident
the ability
to lift Bozizé“looks
François
in March.
Christian north, has been racked with
dormitories.
Prime
Minister
Lee Hsienas
But that’s about it.
For England
and would
fans alike,
players when required. “I don’t see Alastair having
either of
thoseof theever.
first Muslim
leader
Christianviolence for decades. The new peace deal
Loong
said thatplayers
the rioters
facethe
A
selection
of the mostmay
exciting
places
stay in 2014
positive
is that “the
this miserable
series
finally
traits.” He leads by example with his batting majority
– but when
thathe has lostbiggest
state,
control
of several
yet fall
apart,tohowever,
over the issue
full force of
the is
law”,
butover.
urged
militias that have imposed a reign of terror
of arms decommissioning by the rebels,
Singaporeans not to succumb to a
titanic
and play
over large areas, prompting revenge attacks Luxury
and the fact that someWork
of the smaller,
more on a palm
xenophobicinbacklash
thatstyle
could harm
from Christian vigilantes.
violent,Sofitel
rebel factions
are notDubai
party to it.
the state’s economy and social cohesion.
The Palm,
The St.1942,
Regis
Abu Dhabi,
he learnt to play football “often shoeless, in
There weren’t many records that the great Portuguese
“Considerably larger – and greener
UAE the dusty backstreets” of the then-named capital
striker Eusébio da Silva Ferreira, who died on Sunday
– than I anticipated,” writes
St. Regis’ second property in
Lourenço Marques. Bizarrely, his professional career
aged 71, didn’t break, said Henry Winter in the UK’s
26in
January
2014 Traveller
THE WEEK
Dominic Ellis
Business
Abu Dhabi stands in “contrast
essentially began in a Lisbon barber shop. The
The Daily Telegraph. He scored 473 goals in 440
Middle East. Located on The Palm,
to the low-level resort on
Benfica manager, Béla Guttmann, was having his hair
matches at Benfica, along with 41 in 64 appearances
the rooms with spacious terraces,
Saadiyat Island” writes Business
cut when the man in the neighbouring chair – a
for Portugal. He won 11 Portuguese league titles, one
offer a bourgainvillea and beach/ 1/26/14 11:24 AM
Traveller Middle East. This
5
Brazilian football coach – began waxing lyrical about
European Cup, and the Ballon d’Or. World@Glance.indd
But it was
water view. There’s a good cross
city-based property forms part
the 18-year-old Eusébio. So impressed was Guttmann
actually a moment when he didn’t score that
section of restaurants from the
of the soaring Nation Towers
that he flew out to Mozambique and signed him up.
encapsulated the way Eusébio played the game. In the
chic-looking Studio du Chef to the
on the Corniche, directly
dying minutes of the 1968 European Cup final, he
Porterhouse Steaks & Grills, and
opposite the Hilton and close to
Like all great players, Eusébio saved his best for the
saw one of his trademark thunderbolt shots saved by
Manaya for all-day dining. The
Emirates Palace. The hotel
big stage, said The Daily Telegraph. In his only
the Manchester United keeper Alex Stepney. Had it
leisure facilities are diverse with a
occupies the first three floors of
World Cup, in 1966, he won the Golden Boot with
gone in, Benfica probably would have won the game
large main pool and numerous
the Nations Tower and rooms
– yet rather than show his frustration, Eusébio patted Eusébio: loved the big stage nine goals, including four in the famous 5-3 comesmaller ones. Something of a
are located between the 33rd
back over North Korea in the quarter-finals. When
Stepney on the back, and applauded him for the save.
surprise for a resort is the 800-person ballroom and five meeting
and 49th floors. The lobby is
his side then lost 2-1 to England in the semi-finals, he wept after
rooms. This leisure resort cleverly manages to reach work-andflanked by “Titanic-style sweeping staircases” (in tribute to
the final whistle. To this day in Portugal, the match is known as
Eusébio was the first great footballer to emerge from Africa, said
play seeking executives. Rates range from $300 for standard
founder John Jacob Astor IV, who died on board) and guests
“Jogo das Lágrimas” – “The Game of Tears”.
The Times. Born in Mozambique – then a Portuguese colony – in
room stays to $335 for business class rooms (+9714 4556677,
receive a strong Arabian welcome. Superior Sea View rooms cost
AED1,357 a night (+9712 694 4444, www.stregisabudhabi.com) www.sofitel.com)
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Six of the world’s best hotels

Football: the first great African footballer

Commentary box

Sporting headlines
Magic in the mountains of Bhutan

Football Theo Walcott will
Kallis one of the greats
More misery for United
miss the rest of the season
Gangtey
Goenpa
You may have missed it, says
“Just when
you think
and the World Cup after being
Lodge,
Bhutan
Sam Sheringham on BBC Sport
Manchester
United
have hit rock
ruled out for six months with
online, but Test cricket has just
bottom,
they sink
even farther,
”
Thanks
to strict
government
a cruciate ligament injury.
lost one of its best-ever players.
says Oliver
the UK’s
The
kerbsKay
on in
tourism
and
Jacques Kallis, who retired after
Times.modernisation,
Sunday’s 2-1 defeat
a triptoto the Arsenal retained their place at
the top of the Premier League
scoring his 45th Test century in
Swansea
in theHimalayan
FA Cup third
remote
kingdom after the Christmas and New
the Boxing Day game against
round was their fourth loss in
of Bhutan feels like
Year period. Manchester City
India, is the third-highest runsix matches at Old Trafford. It
stepping
are one point behind them,
scorer in history, and finished
wasn’t magically
even that much
of aback in
Kallis: cricket’s great loss
– and
although
the
Chelsea two points.
with an average (55.37) superior
shock –time
United
looked
“devoid
Gangtey
Lodge
to that of Sachin Tendulkar, Ricky Ponting and
of energy, enterprise, quality
andGoenpa
conviction”
, is
Rugby union Premiership
new,
a stay
there
the spell,
says Tatler.
Brian Lara. Unlike those batting greats, however,
while Swansea looked brand
as if they
had
“plenty
in only enhances
league leaders
Saracens
beat
he could bowl, too. A “natural bowler of away
reserve”.To compound Situated
the misery,
Tuesdayvalley” three
in aon“hidden
hours 29-8,
by road
from the town
Gloucester
while
swing”, Kallis took 292 Test wickets at an
night Moyes’s men then
the firstit’s
lega of
the
second-placed
Northampton
oflost
Punakha,
“mystical”
place
(clouds sometimes
float
average of 32.65. By comparison, Sir Garfield
Capital One Cup semi-final
2-1
to
Sunderland.
through the lobby), built in thebeat
styleHarlequins
of a local 23-9.
farmhouse.
Sobers – widely considered the best all-rounder
For now, Moyes retainsInteriors
the support
of the board
are simple
but elegantDarts
– dark
wood and
stone, furnished
Dutchman
Michael
of all time – averaged 57.78 with the bat, but his
and the fans. But deep down, he knows this is
van Gerwen
beat Scotland’s
in
earthy
colours
–
and
all
12
suites
have Wi-Fi,
wood-burning
235 wickets cost 34 apiece. Fans should rue the
“nothing like good enough for a club that won
Wright
to win the
PDC Nearby
freestanding
baths
and Peter
sweeping
mountain
views.
loss of “cricket’s least-celebrated great”.
the Premier League by stoves,
11 points
last season”
.
World Championship.
is the beautiful 17th century Gangtey
Monastery; and the lodge

offers hot-air balloon rides – the first in Bhutan to do so. Doubles
from £400 b&b (00 975 (02) 34 0943, www.easternsafaris.com).

Chile’s great outdoors
Tierra Patagonia, Chile

Built in the 16th century as a
cardinal’s summer palace, the
Villa d’Este became a hotel in
1873. Perched on the edge of
Lake Como just north of the
little town of Cernobbio, it’s a
“fabulous” place, says Mark
Palmer in the Daily Mail – a
grande dame wholly worthy
of this supremely beautiful and “effortlessly sophisticated” region.
“All the usual suspects” have stayed, from Verdi and Puccini to
Greta Garbo and Alfred Hitchcock, who declared it his favourite
place on Earth. Rooms are stately, with balconies and huge marble
bathrooms, service is “impeccable”, and the food is “far from
stuffy”, if eye-wateringly expensive. There are formal gardens and
eight tennis courts in the vast grounds, and a beautiful swimming
pool that floats on the lake. Doubles from t520 b&b (00 39 031
3481, www.villadeste.com). Re-opening 6 March 2014.

A cosy castle in North Yorkshire
Swinton Park, North

1/26/14 11:28 AM
Yorkshire
With its jagged peaks,
Few luxury hotels down south have
glaciers and flower-filled
as much “soul” as Swinton Park,
meadows, Chile’s Torres del
says Fiona Duncan in The Sunday
Paine National Park is a
Telegraph – a “splendid” castle on
place of astonishing natural
the edge of the Yorkshire Dales that
beauty. All credit to Tierra
offers as much “homeliness” and
Patagonia’s designers, then,
“Yorkshire warmth” as it does
for a hotel that is “almost
grandeur and professional service.
invisible” in this “big-sky
Built in the 17th century and
landscape”, says Condé Nast Traveller. Its low, curvilinear form
expanded in the 19th, it was bought by its present owners – the
shelters from the biting Antarctic winds beneath a low bluff, but
Cunliffe-Lister family – in 1882. Today, it is known for its
offers glorious views through two-storey plate-glass windows of
excellent cookery school, and sits amid 200 acres of parkland at
the turquoise waters of Lake Sarmiento and the “serried” peaks
the heart of a 20,000-acre estate, so there’s masses to do,
beyond. The 40 rooms are “smartly outfitted in a soothing,
including fishing, riding, falconry and “charming” trails for kids.
natural palette of wood, wool and leather”, and all look out over
pampas and peaks. Days are spent hiking and looking for condors Rooms vary from “vast” to “cosy”, with “blissfully comfortable”
beds and “traditional” decor (including pictures of variable
and pumas; evenings, relaxing in the “excellent” spa and
quality). Food is “superb” (try the Masham Fell lamb). Doubles
restaurant. From £1,360 per person for a minimum of three
from £185 b&b (01765-680966, www.swintonpark.com).
nights (00 56 2 2207 8861, www.tierrapatagonia.com).
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Style and elegance on Lake Como
Villa d’Este, Lake Como,
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